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IntroductfiL

Those who are familiar with the InternationalAssociation
I_ .

for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA).know tt

there Are Striking simAlarities among the major findings from

the Six-subject survey of cross- cultural eduCatiohal achievement. 4

Despite the range of subject matter achievement sampled (reading,

science; mother tongue; French as .a foreign language, Engligh as

a foreign language and civics education) the general findings

indicate that levels of academic achievement are best predicted
4

by the home background of students and less' well predicted

with the characteristics of schools,that prdvide the setting for

instruction. The major, concomitants of variation in student

achievements are typically measures of the home background from

which the student emerges and not the unique characteristics of

.the school that is attended.

The finding that homebackground is a most powerful pre dictor-
.

of-achievement i n, not unique to the 'EA studies. Other large

scale investigations (e.g., Coleman et. al, 1966; Jencks et.al.,

1972) arrive at similar conc.luSions. Norare the vaziables that
. .

are used in these studies unique. lipically, home background

f.studenp is conceived of as being-reflected in the social sta-

tustus of parents, the fathers occupation, or similat measures which

indicate a family's potential to devote resources to a child's
.

educati6n. Although such status-viriables are very strong predictors
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of schieyement they are limited in that they indicate little

'ahouttwhat parents do to provide educational experiences for

their children. One can 4magine, for example, two homes of the

same social class or headed by similarly educated parents which

differ substantially id the manner ,in which'parents.and children

interact in educational and school - related tasks..

It
Contrasted to such status variables are those variables

which l'sdicate what parents do and how they interact with their

'
children to encourage and stimulate the child's educatiOnal ae-

,

velppment. Stich variables, which may be called "process" tari...

abler, also produCe string predictionsof academic achievement

=

(pave, 196; Kifer, 1975).' If we distinguish-between these two

types of:variables those which reflect'the status of parents

and those which seekto describe,how parents interadt withithefr
, .

children -it can be argued that the latter, because they are

pbtentially manipulable and describe what kinds of interactions

foster educational development, are the variables which are'of

, prime interest. educatiOnally. Teachers, parents, educators, or

researchers can_do little"to change the social status of students.

They can, however,..change the milieus in which education takes

place and fteractwith students4n wags whiCh produce 'desirable

educational outcomes.

The Studys.

The Variables

In addition to the home background variableathet-ref1etC_

the social status from, whith students emerge, the LEA surveys

,

0

,
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include items Which attempt to measure/c<are pfoxies for inter-
4,6

_actions which occur in the home. There are 10 such variables
-

: (see Tables) which I have labelled home process variables.

'The focip of the Study is to describe how those 10 variables are

related 4 scOnce and reading achievement test scores, word.

knpwledge -(4 proxy for IQ) and affective measures of Liking for

4
School and Expectations for further educatiOn.

The. Sample

There are samples of students at.two-dilferent age levels
Is

(10 years old and 14 years old) n -? different countries .(Chile,

°Germany, India, Netherland,. Sc )1and, Sweden, and the United :

'Slates). "Table 2 gives the s lesizes for each country.

The Analyses

,

Since the EA data is survey data the prime purpose of the

data analysis is to describe withvarious statistical techniquesS. .
how the home environment variablesomthe affective variables, and

- the achievement variables are related. To that end a series of

simple correlitions, multiple correlations and canonical correla-

dons have been computed. The'question ofinterpreting the results'

rests on finding 'patterns across countries in the ways the var-'

iables are-related and ihen speculating about what such patterns

may mean. Without having benefited from the manipulation Of

experimental conditions it remains, impossible to confirm any of

the speculations eo the study must be odnstrua as primarily

explorlAory.

.

\. \Conceptual Framework ,,

Despite the fact that the study is exploratory, the explor-
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ations were done within a frfmework"that suggests that certain(

environmental diMensions of the liomeawhen focused on the pre-
.

schoolChild are antecedent to successful academic achievement

and positive attitude, and when optrating during the school years

4

are concomitants of those variables. Those dimensions subsume
_

processes and'interactions within the home setting which produce

succepsfurachievement'and positive affective views regardless

of the status characteristics of the hodse. 'As such, 14ey provide

indications of how interactions can be modified if it is, con-
.

sidered desirable for the child to be successful'in-schoolAnd (

have positive attitudes- toward school and education.

Ideitifying and defining th3 important process variables is, df

course, no easy task. ' In the first place, theffects of the hone

begin early In the life of the infant, accumulate over time and many

facets of it are almost certainly very subtle. second, important

process variables may include'not only what parents do with chiI2

dreg but also how they do it. The climate in which the crucial

interactidn between parent, and child occurs may be jupt as important

AP
.

.

as the interaction -itself.

Despite such obvious difficulties of defining, identifying, .

and measuring process facets of the home educational environment,

preldous-studies (Dave,, 19631 Wolf, 1964) have reported stronger

relationships between process variables and students' aititude

and achievAlents than are found with measures of home status

characteristics. In addition; studies (Kifer, 1975) have reported

strong relationships between pnocess variables and measures of.
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s students' affectiVe charaCtedstics,.

I prefer to think of the process variables in the home as
t-

facets of three main conceptual dimensions the home environ-

merit. A first.dieension can be labelled the verbal environment.
r/

Facetwpf the verbal environment include such things as bathing .

the infant in language, reading books to children and encouraging

f 4
, children to express themselves precisely both in speech and writing.

I4 those homes where accurate communication,is encouraged 'children

10

apparently develop abilities which give
;
them increased power to

comprehend what is expected of them:1n the school setting. One
//

assumes that sutcess ih school tasks is a function of the child's .

ability to penetrate a verbal curtain which surrounds the tasks.

Thom children with verbal facility tend therefpre to be%pre

successful in academic tasks.
lir

A second dimension of a home environment includes activities

, ..-

in the home which are congruent with the expectaeions and:demands
4

of the school. Example of facets of 'this dimension include

providing a time and place for students to complete homework,
.

,working with the student when and .if he or she is faced with a'

difficult school task,'and taking an interest in what the child

is doing in school. Throbgh a variety of interfctious, the

. child learns not only that what happens in. school/ is important

but also is given active support, if needed, So that tasks in

the school can be completed successfUlly,

A third dimention of the home environment, is the general

cultural level of 'the home. Homes which emphasize reading
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discussions, attending cultural activities, museums and zoos, _

4

prcivide a milieu in which student' d:velop bOth competencies

and*atiitudes which inCr-4se the piobability that as studeims

1

..%
-

they will be sUcces6ful in the school settinkt One can Conceiire

of an environmental press

encourages and stimulates

4 provides simultineously a

child skills, knowledge's,

within the "educating" home which

intellectual' and social development.and,

1;.

set of experiences which gives. the

and attitudes Which are prerequisites

of success in the school setting.
A

Limitations of-the Study
'.

As is apparent froM Table 1 the "slice"-of the home envir-

onment which was measured 11.1 the IEA survey is not a big one.

0
One can contrast the-fact that the science cognitive test has

80 items while the number of items measuring facets of the home

environment, a more complex dnd certainly a less well-known mess-
_

o

htement area, has-Only 10 items. 'ISuffIce it to say, the measure-

ments of the hire (nvironment represent but a very small sample

.of the domain which could be measured.

A second caveat is necessary. Much previous research on

process variables as been done by actually observing what occurs

in the'home and n,-based on the observations; differentiating

smut- some gducat onal environments. The IEA variables are not

the results of hOme observations but instead reflect the child's

perceptions of thehome environiment. One would hope that what

,happens in the home and what the child perceives as happening do

9
r
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nat differ appreciably.' It is conceivable, however, that, the

correspondence betWeen the two is not exact.-

'Bindings

./".*4

Despite the above limitations it is possible .to ask whether

the_home e/nAronment measures-in the IEAurveys produce results

silkier" tothose which have been found in previous research. Based

on a compilation of e4.sting IEA analyses and a new set of analyses-

which linkthe home prbcess variables of Table 1 to science achieve-

ment, reading achievement, wordlknowledge,-expectations for further

education and liking for schopl variables, the general answer to

these questions is yes. Tables 3 and 4, giye the multiple correlations

and canonical correlations- which describe the relationships among

the variables.

When one views the process Variables-In the IEA surveys as a

set, then they are finked positively to both'cognitive hnd affective

-student outcdmes. That is, those st ents who-come from homes which

.

pro:Vide more powerful verbal environments, more support Arid concern

for what is accomplishes in'school and milieus which emphasize

cultural activities have both higher scores on the cognitive

meastfres and more positive\scores on the affective measures. The-
,

multiple r's-for the cognitive"testliCores range from .09 to .46

with a median of .25; for the affective scores the range is from .14-
. ,

0

to .48 with a median .varUe of .29. The.first canonical correlations,

, the correlations between the process variables and the fife outcomeA
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vatlabled, range from .31 to .66with a median value of ,40. Though,

the strength of-these positive relatio'ns'hips varies from country to

country they are, given the limited number of prdoess items, Ali,

substantial.in each case:. It is interesting to note in addition,

that 'the process variables predict equally well in the developed and

developing couniries;'such is not the. case for home strtUs charac

teristics which in genetal are More powerful predictors in the developed

countries.

These positive relationships. between the process variables and

the students' cognitive achievements and affective traits tend to

increase slightly with age. In most countries the relationships are

stronger for 14 year olds thalfor 10 year oldd, particularly when

-"`
affective levels ar$ predicted. Whether thit finding suggests a

cumulatiVe effect for the process variables or whether it is a function

441analyses which are not strictly parallel is not clear. -It is in-

teresting to note

that.predictions

that it reflects a general findirig of the IEA surveys

are better in die populafion of 14 year olds than

in the10 year olds.

final general finding of-the analysis is that the home process,

variables in All countries predict the affective measures as well or

beater than they predict cognitive scores. This is particularly

notable since phe status characteristidb of the home tend in the IEA'

volumes to predict achievement more effectively than they predict

variables in the affective domain. Since the correlations between
t

the cognitive' and affective measures are positive and iubstantial,

.

4
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... '
this finding suggests the obvious 'the home is not only, the locud

, . .

for activities Which-inerease theeprobabflit6f 6f.duLedtful
: ...,

a -.
.

--41' ' s': .. .achievements but also ,a milieu in'tihichpositive aellool-:celAted

tilkitudes are 164rered. .
-. '

4,
.

..---

: .

.
.

. .

- t-
a.

..
, ..- IL ,..., ,

.
, , Although the- pattern 'of relationlhips among ' process

/7-
"

/ variables and outcome variables are different, from, country to,
, ..

. .
.

country' (there' is no one iet.of proses? variables which is equalW
:

.
. powerful in all ,contexts) there pre particular variablis whICh --'-

,. A

'

a

14

stand out in the analyses. FOT 10 year olds, the more important

. -

variables appear to be.the amount ofd reading for pleasure the child

does and the students' perceptions of-the parents interest-in school.

For the 14 year olds, amount'of reading for pleasure, the amount .

NO
of homework and a fixed time for homework tend to have the largest .2 ,

-Nam.
.

.

weights. If one takes thereading for pleasure variables a proxy

.
for the verbal environment,: then an extremely strong generalization

about these "important" variables woad be that verbal environment,',

is IMportZ1 for both pOpula;ions of students but the specific school-,,
.

related
t

behaviors seem to be more'impO'ittpe for the
.

14 ygar olds, -

.

. _

There is, of cburse, -. no way to confirm
.
this,speculation,

16 ,A Speculation Alout the Dir:-.141 edtiod of the Effects',

. Although the descriptive analyses iresented earlier'substantiate

the notion that the home environment variables are reasonably -good
,

* 4k predictors of both achievement and affa.ctive levels, such'cOrplational
.t

.

information tells little about the directions of the 'effects of the

variables. Do the home variables influence_simutaneouslx the student's

a

4. +10
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achievement and affective levels? Do they inl
t.

et-ice the achievement

. -is . .
scores only indirectly as the/ operate directly on the attitude.levels? .

. 4.

_There is, of course, tó answer such questions,conclusively. .
,f

.. .
..

. -

. .

.-.

It is possfble.'thoUgh ,to analyze: the data so that one' estimates the
.. .

infidel-ice offhe hoMe prOceas variables when'different statistical
- .

,
.

_. '.

k
,mociels arliigtertained as the, proper ones.' Tables 5.and eshow the

-- .

.0 , - . . ,

results of.regtession analyse in four different coudtries when different
1 . i . .

t. . . .
statistical fmidels,are used to describethe daia. For Population I,

i. ,

..,a

. ..,,,

the. 10 'year'olds, 'the initial model one where, the'processvariables ,,

are separated into two groups, Reading for Pleasure (thelstror&eat
,

,
.

variable in the set) and the remaining variables. Componentsiof

variance are then estimated assuming that simple model.. For example,

.

42' the the' process variablia"explain" abut Wof the vailance
...,-

, (

in reading achidvement with Reading far Pleasure accounting for almost.

.2/3 of that. The second model in Table ,5 isra
.

regsessiOn model where-
.

N
-

* .,

th6 attitpde measures have been added to the model and the home»
. . . (..V %

/
variables have been ordered-last in the regression. Again in the

U.S:A. for reading achievement the total amount of viriance,explained

is about_9 f/2% with -the,attitude scares accounting for abo4t

and thekOme-procesi-variables accounting for almost 8%. If, for

example, in the second model th4 attitude scales accpuntefcli all
6 -

of the explaine4,variance, one would be in'the position to say (in ,
. ,

1, -
.

..,_

the language-of.vanishing partials.of path analysis) that the home .'

variables influencdli achievement only indirectly since the direct

*influence can be attributed tO the attitude scales. For the third

13
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, model, the Word Knowledge test .(the proxy for IQ) is added and the

0

'variables are ordeied in the model from fronl to back as follows:

41116.

.

Word Knowledge, attitude scales; home' process variables. In this

'case, for- the U.S.A. in reading achievement one:,4an apparently infer

that Oe.influence'orattitudes and home 'Process variables on reading

achievement are mainly indirec't since they now account for a small '

.

proportion of the explained variance. In this particular case one
,

mAght entertain the notion that the home variables and'the attitude .

,variables Operate throug their influence on Word Knowledge attainment

to influence reading achieirement.

In fable 6, Populatio n,II,or the 4 yeai olds, a similar statistical

procets has been used. 'A simple model is generated first, then

\ 4

additional variables are added to the regression equation. One
.

chang been made in the analysis:' The-hone,procgss variables have

been separated into components. The firdt component'

contains both Reafing for Pleasure and Amount of Homework (the two

strongest variables for 14 year olds) and ihe seCond component contains

the remaining process variables. Othkrwise the analyses for Population I

and II are parallel.

%.

When one compares the Population I and Population It analysis, two

rather striking results appear. The first is the power of the Word Knowledge
.4,

'variable. Its addition to the regression equation improves substantially
1

the prediction of both reading and science achieVement in all.countries.

At the same time it minimizes the influence of the attitude scales and the

hone process' variables. It appears that the influen eon achievement of

both the attitude ,scales and the home piocess variables 'are mediated by

verbal facility (Word Knowledge), of students. Despite.the power of the Word

Knowledge variable, however, it should be noted that the home process variables

.

14
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remain important in the regression equation. Ordered last in the

largest model, they still account for 2 to 3% of the variance in

. achievement.
ti

411

The second finding,of note concerns,the influence-of the attitude

celes. 'With the exception of India, the addition of the attitude-

scales to the model in Population I which includes only the home.

variables adds very little.to the prediction of achievement and
, %

-01
subtracts little-if any from the explained variance due to the home

process variables. And When considered in the model with Word Knowledge

the attitude scales contribute:very little to the prediction of

athievem6t. When one looks at Population II a.very different picture

emerges. In this case adding the attitude variables increasesub7

stantially the prediction of achievement although it again has little

influence on the home process variables. Also in Population II the

attitude variables are mare resilient when the model witt?Word Knowledge

is entertained. In sum the attitude,variables.seem to be mach more
..

important far the prediction oft14 year olds achievement than they are
\..

for the achievements of 10 year olds.

Before attempting to interpret the results of these regression

analyses an important caveat is in order. None of these regression

models can be considered the proper one. The measured variableaean

_

the model are measures of some things but proxies for many others.'/

The models are limited since' they depend not only (as indicted earlier)

on a very limited sample of home process variables but also they do

-::. ..

not contain all of the important 4ttitudinal or. affective variables.
1 _

, 15
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With that warning in mind, it seems,reastnableto speculate about

What.may be the relationships amoo these variables as they are reflected"

in the regression analyses. When'one look2'et tikres)0.ts of the

regression'abalyses, especially those molpls which include only

attitudes and the home process vari( ables,'it appears that there

are different kinds of relationships *long those ariables at the

t
. -

different age levels. For example, when one:looks at the lb year

old regressions, the'addition of the attitudes scales does little

to increas the prediction- of .aehievement and Naves the ili(luence

of the home variables virtually intact. Given:that the Affective.

variables and the home process variables see correlated (as indicated
NY" V

in Table 3) the model wHich describes the relagonships among

variables for 10 year olds appears to be the following:

Home Process

Attitudes

Ars

Achl.evetents

That is, the home process variables predict both-achievement

and attitudes but the attitude§ do not

the home variables are included in the

OnAhe other hand, when one looks

influence achievement when
,

regression:

at the 14 year olds a dif-

ferentpictureemerges.Thatis,..theattitudes increase the predict -

ability of achievement but not at the expense of the-home variables.,
. '

A picture to describe those relationships maybe as follows:-
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/ 'Attitudes

Home Process Achievemdnt

For the'14-year.olds the attitades have a direct influence on the

achievement The question of how the attitudes and the

achievement scores axe related cannot be answeileden one .compares

the two models,, it-appears that a kind of reciprocal relationship

between'attitude and achievement exists at age 14 which is not appar-.

ent at age 10.

' One way to explaiptherldiffereni models is to suggest that they

. .16_.

reflect .the experience offichOoling. Ven year olds have had 4 years

of experiencing the .choo1 setting'while the-14 year olds have had
.,,..

about twice that amount. It is possible that early in a childLs career

the home is the lc;its of both positive attitudes and academic achievement

and that the student dden\little to separate feelings about the school

from accomplishments in the'School. By age 14 the students have had

an opportunity to experience more of schooling and that experience
1

has served to differentiate among tiem in terms of their accompl)sh-,

ments. Those, who have been successful in the school setting are those

0

with the positive attitudes. Those with positive attitudes are those
0.

4

who have accomplkshed:::much. Whether the polpive attitudes are the

.
- A,

source of the accomplishments or whether the accomplishmemts are

the dburce of the.attitudes, is not clear. The reciprocal rela-
-

.
tionship between the two types of variables, however, is unanbiguous,

I
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The school, however, has operated to differentiate among students on

both ability and attitude. The hOme,by age 14, has been .placed

in the back seat. Although the home can still intinence the attitudes

and the achievementthe-achievement the major locus for that influence has become

the school.

Summary and Conclusions

The IEA volumes which report the findings,fOr the Six-Subject

Survey emphasize the influence of the home background in the pre-
. .4 _

diction of students' achievements. In those studies the-home back-

_grouna veriables,were measures, such as Father's Occupation and
.

Father's Education, In this Paper-such variables are labelled-1

/ ,

"status" variables and it is argued that such variables are of
-,-- .

, 4
limited usefulness to

(..

educators. They tell us virtually- nothing
. ,

.
,

.
.

about how effective educational-tivironments.can be create4., in theL.

home
.

,X.4,1

The variables of interest to-educators are-those which. can be
,

called "procesi3" variables, ones 'Which reflect what parents do and
, .

. .

how they interact with their_children to facilitate, educational
_ ...

A
-

development. Withile thug 1gA surveys there' are a very limitel-sample

.' of the procesk variables that haveteen ignored generally in the .

0-1

IEA.reports. M reported in this paper these'variables, which are

conceived of as facets of verbal environment of th e_home., of the-
-..

support MechantsmS provided by the home to -aid the child with,schomoh-
,

work, and of the cultural milieu that serves to guide the child's

18
.
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:social and cultural develppment, are strong predictors of.both

d stude t-achievements and student attitude levels; Even with the

small number of items (10) which attempt to measure some of the

processes, in the home, the findings support unambtguously the

results of other studies of the impact of the home environment.

The main findings of the study can be-summarized easily..

First, the process variables, deseitetheir small number; predict

both student achievements,and attitudes in all countries for both

10 year olds and 14 year olds. Although the relationships between
:

the individual variables and student achievements and attitudes vary-
_

slightly from country .to country,- the patterns ofthe relationships

'ar strikingly similar. Second, thd'predictions of both achievement

and affective levels are better in the 14 year old grbup,than in.the

10 year old group. One can not say whether4the effects of the home

environment accumulate butit apppars that the itege which measure

the verbal environmentof the home are imporfanpredictoss at both

ages while the items which measure the home's support for activities

encountered in tha, schbol_are stronger for the 14 year olds? ,Third,

the relationships between the process variables, the-attitude scales

and cognitive achievements differ between the 10rear 'old. group and .'
- t CZ64

the 14 year olds. What exact* are the effects or tt& directionality

of the effects are a matter fOrspeculation.

One speculativeinterpretation of the relationships among the

home, affective levels and achievements isto suggest that the.home

operates in the early.schoS1 years to affect directly both the
*
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student's attitude toward.schooliig.and the cognitive achieVements.

-*That is, the attitudes playl.iitle if any part in the prediction, of

-
achievement if one controls for.the influence of the home variables..

Fbr,the.older iroup,''the 14 year'.olds, the attitude variableg appear

to shave a relationship with the achievement variables which'is inde-
#

.

pehdent of the home process, variables. Not only does the,home have
9

an influence on the attitudesand,achievements of the student, but

also tha attitudes play an independent role in predicting achieve-

ment. This suggests that theoways that attitude and achievements

rare intertwined are much tictre complex for o der children than for

those who'dVe had less experience in the school setting: The '

eaact.nature of the relationships tetweep theraffective acid cognitive

. A _

1 variables, though a sub jett of extensive 'previous .research, is no

further explicated by thieset of findings.

Since we know that thakhome has a powerful influence on how
0 '

well a student will ao in school and haw pogitive that student's
1

A
4

attitudes'will be, one is face0 with the obvious'question of what

should be done &rut it Such questions are important ones buto
,fortunatefy beyond the scope of this paper. The effects of home

intervention programs have been documented by Gordrn (1969) and

some possibilities for such programs have been dis cussed b§ Kifer

.-'-{1975). How the school can respond to thek stu,dent differences is

the crux of Bloom's (1976) arguments concerning the effectiveness
,

of quality on instruction. is obvious that both" the home acid the

school, have atake in providing optimal environments fr the

development of the young.

20
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WM PROCESS VARIABLES IM IEA STUDIES

Item

r
,

Verbal
Empironment

Dimension
Support for
Academic

.Activit

Cultural
Milieu

.%

1. Dd you usisi41y have a'fixed
time for homework?'

How often does yo mother
or father help yod7with yot!r.

homework?

i
3.- When you task home do your

parents insist, correct
speech?

4. When you show"your parents
anything you have written
do they check your spelling?

5. HO* often ia'a dictionarY-
used in your home?

6. Do your parents encourage you
to read in your spare time?

7. When you get home ,from school

do'youryarencs want to know
.about your school work?

8. How manyshouia didyou,speod4
reading foreeabure last
xe k/

9. .How many hours did.yOu-.spen&
doing your homework'(in all
subjeCts) last week?

10. Do your parents encourage
you to _go to tuseume

X

X

'X'

X

'1*

X

X

X

I



table 2.'

SAMPLE SIZES

Chile Germany India Netherlands Scotland SWeden- US4

, l
, t.^, ,.. .

- .

*-
, .

. ,

Population I 783 1417 1656 1019 . 1808 41554. 3933
-

.4,)

Population II 832 6 168O '947 176
:fi

(1907 2067

. ,

/ .

Mb

4

9

9-4)

4.

,



'Table 3

MULTIPLE OORREtATIONS BETWEEN PROCESS VARIABLES AND OUTCOME ARIABLES .

.
\0

Count
11 Populatiori I \PoliPtaation II

(10:yrs old) \(ye' years old)

.
I i

e ..

cience R = .13
ding '` .09

ord Knowledge . .I3.--,

LikeSchool , .27

Expected Education .1

rmany
Scien 'be

Reading
R = .-23

Word Knowledge . .24,
Like School 415 .27

Expected_ EduciVion .22

4 1
India
Science R= .21

Reading .22,

Word Knowledge .21

Like School .25

- Expected_ Education

Netherlands'

, .25

'Science R = .26

Reading .32

Word Knowledge .30

Like School .22

Expected Education .14

Scotland
Science -R = .28

-Reading .30

Word Knowledge .29

Like School , .35

Expected Education .21 .

.

Sweden
Science R = .16

Reading' .20

Word Knowledge .18

,Like School
Expected Education (.18

23

,Z... ..

7 .

.

.17

.26,

.23

.18

11.

R= .20

.25

.33

:32

R= .20
.24

.25

.33

.24

R = .30

.38

.33

.33

l ..34

R = .40

.46

.38

-.46

.48

.

R = .15
-.22-

.17

.44

.32



.

Table 3-continued

U.S.A.

Seience
Reading
Word Knowledge
Like:Schoof
Expected Education.

)

4

R = .23

.27

v.24

.32

.18

%,#

. Ro=

.34-

.30

A .43

.29

4



3

CT.OWNICAL CORRELATIONS- AND IMPORTANT PROCESS VARtABLES

Country

Chile

Germany

India

Netherlands

Scotland

Sweden'

`U.S.A.

Population I
(10 years old)

111

, Population ir
(14 years old)

r = .32-
amount Iofreadingfop
pleasure
parental interest in
school

use dictionary
correct speech

r = j34
amount of reading for
pleasure
parental Wiest in
school

r = .33
encourage reading
amount of-reading for
pleasure

`parental interest in
school

r,-,m .4_ y
amount of reading for
pleasure
use,dictionary

r = .41
amount of reading for

. 'pleasure
encourage reading
parental interest in
school

r =
amount of reading for
pleasure
parental interest in
school

r--.= .38

amount of reading for
pleasure
encourage reading
parental_interest in

school-

2'J

r = :33' -

amount of reading for,
pleasure
parental interest in
school , r-

tOrreci,spelling

r = .42
fixe0 time for homework
encourage museum visits

r = . 42

encourage reading
fixed time for homgvork_

amount of homework
amount of reading for
pleasure
fixed time for.holework

r = .60
amount of homework
amount of reading for
pleasure
encourage reading
parental interest in
school
fixed time-for homework

r = .47
amount of homework.
fixed time for homework
use dictionary
parental interest in
school ,

amount of reading for
plet-sure

asc 1

r = .49

amount of homework
'amount of reading for

iwe pleasure -

fixed time for homework'
engourge readinfc



.
Home*ProCess with -

II
$

1
I

'

4 r

TABLE 5 Regression Analysis - Population I

U.S.A. NETHERLANDS 4NDIA SWEDEN

Reading' ' mtailiple R .29 .34-, .22 x -.27
R.-caging for Pleasure % /2 Fiance 5.7 7-84 1.0 4.9

... Remainder 'accounted for 2.9 3.7 ;3.8* '2.6
e, .

. 2) Sciehce "gUltiple R) _.26 4 .27 .22 .24

Nk"
ading for Pleasure % Variance 4.6 3.1 1.0 3.2

Y

emainder
.

- .- accounted for 2.3 4.1 3.7 2.7

J
Adding Attitude Scales

. , - .

1) Readlni-, Multiple R .31 .38 .43 ,29
^ .

Attitudes % Varialre 1.7 3.0_ 16.71 1.5
Reading for p'leasu're

,

accounOd for 6.4 9.2 .

..,.

".04' 3.4'
10,Remainder '. 1.5 2.0 2.0 3.5

'' gel .

Science _ , Multiple R .27 ' .29 .37 ;25
Attitudes % Variance 1.1 1.8 10.9 1.1
Readifg for Pleasure accoundlocrfor 4.9 3:4 '.25 2:2
ReMainder 1':5 .3.2 2.1' ,_ 2.9

, . .

Adding Word Knothedge

A
1) Reading Multiple R .65 .56 .58 :50

4 .
Word Knowledge % Variance 40. 25.9 25%4 21 9
Attitudes -'accd

.
'acco'unted for

;

1.2 .7.3 047

1.4 .3.0 . 0 1.2
..3 1.0 .9 2.1

, . e

,,--Reading for Pleasure
Remainder

2) Science Muleiple R.- .64 .51 ' .60 .50
Word Knowledge- % Variance ., . 38.9 22..8 31.6 22.1

ihatfitudes w .r.'sccounted for .2 .8 3.3 . .27
Reading for Pleasure . . 4 .8 .9 0 .49

1:ir:

4 Remainder . .4 1.4 1.2 1.9/ V 4
t

6
A

2724 . . ,

*'0



TABLE' 6

Home Process with

Me.

O

Regression Analysis - Population'II .

U.S A. NETHERLANDS INDIA SWEDEN

.28 '.29

8.3
1) Reading.

Reading fbr Pleasure
& Homework

Remainder

2) Science

Reading for Pleasure
& Homework

-Remainder

Multiple R
% Variance
accounted for

, .

Multiple R
% Variance
accounted for,

.35'

8.6

3.5

31
6.2

3.1

.41

11.1

5.6

.34 .

"7.6

3.8

,----
% Adding Attitude Scale

-
'1) Reading Multiple R .44 .47

4 Attitudes % Variance R 9.6 11.4
Reading for Pleasure accountedfbr - 7.4- 7.3

& Homework
Remainder

lia

2.1. 3.5

2) Science MultfrleR .40

Attitudes % Variance, 8.7

Reading lor Pleasure accounted for 4.5
&,Homework

Remainder .2.8

Adding Word Knowledge
..

1) Reading' Multiple R- .64 0.62
Word Knowledge % Variance 34.6' 36.9
Attitudes

.

accounted for 3.2 4.1
. / Rea or Pleasure ' 2:2 1.9

&,Homet k

Remainder .7 1.9

2) SdienCe ' Multiple-R° ------ .52

,.-
Word Knowledge X Variance % 21.2
Attitudes accounted -'for 3.4

-; Reading for Pleasure L.3
& Homework *

Remainder 1:6

28

2.1 .1

.25 .22

3.9 2.4

2.4

.3.5, .43

8.0 13.1
.2.4 3.6

1.8 2.0

.11T. 6.9::
1.3 2.1

2.1 .9 "

.44 .59

14.0 26.9

3.3- -5.5

1.3 .8

1.0 1.6
. . 4

'.47 .52. .

18.9 21.1
1.5 ,4.1

.5 0

.8 1.5

_ 2 9
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